Optek Technology
1645 Wallace Drive
Carrollton, TX 75006

Date: 8/15/2018

T: +1 972 323 2200

To whom it may concern.
Referenced Part Numbers: All Optek Products.
This letter is to inform that Optek Technology Inc. does not have the capability to provide Full Material Declarations
for the products we build because the majority of our Suppliers are not willing to share information that they
consider as proprietary item. This information is required to fill out either the main fields of the IPC FMD form or
some others customer forms. The Homogeneous Materials and their disclosed substances are needed for this
documentation process. Another big restriction we have is the way to calculate the mass weigh for both, the
homogenous and their disclosed substances along with their PPM numbers that need to be added to these forms.
We have observed as a general practice from some other Companies the fact of assuming this type of information
to be placed on the IPC 1725 form, however we decided that we will not go by “general assumptions” when the
appropriate information does not come from our vendors or if we don’t have the technical support to obtain them.
We would not like to be in a position of facing legal implications or transferring due diligence implications to our
valued Customers that are confident trusting our ethical way to make business.
The last road block we have is the lack of availability or extreme difficulty to obtain some of the CAS numbers for
some secondary substances; therefore we declare that Optek cannot provide a Full Material Declaration Letter.
However, it is well known worldwide that this IPC form can be replaced by a continuous update of the REACH
Declaration letters every time the SVHC list is changed. For that purpose, we will be more than willing to provide
this documentation upon customer’s request.

Alejandro Macias
TTelectronics REACH/RoHs Coordinator
1-800-341-4747 X3166

